“SOUND BITES” BY PAM AMICK
KLAWITTER

ACROSS
1 Go against 83 Former Fed chair Bernanke
5 Faction 86 Website known for feminist cultural
9 Mesoamerican criticism 88 Microwave alert
pyramid builders 89 Competence in a specific field
14 Cozy room 90 Not on edge
17 Pelee Island’s 92 Goofus up
Great Lake 96 “Credit cards only”
18 “Same here!” 98 Lobster soup that’s a little too
“Where the moon hits your eye” spicy?
feeling 101 Increase
20 Dublin-born 103 Solstice mo.
traveling puppet show featuring singing talking melons?
talking melons?
24 Sign of aging 105 One of the fam
25 Add zest to, e.g. 107 Stunning defeat
26 Skipping school 108 Fish-to-be
27 One of 10 in 109 Sings
Exodus 111 Teahouse mat
29 Org. with an 112 Paper mâché party item
elephant mascot 113 Labyrinth
30 German gent 116 Labyrinth
31 Squirt 117 Rule for adding toppings to
done, a broken handle?
c ore fries?
39 “Scat!” 41 H.H. Munro’s pen name
42 Trauma cts, an
43 “Anchors”, a Navy fight song
Classic TV brand
48 Man of La Mancha
51 Mystery writer Nevada
53 Talk enthusiastically in a nerdy way
55 Chinese zodiac animal before the Ox
56 “Men never eat flaky pastry for brunch,” e.g.?
59 Ringlet
60 D-Day fleet
61 Carol opener
62 Taj Mahal city
63 Remote hiding place?
66 Pay attention to
68 Colorful Hindu festival
71 Matthew of HBO’s “Perry Mason”
72 Male deer
73 Media revenue source
77 Burden
79 “All right already!”
80 Result of an orchard’s promotional deal with a bakery?

DOWN
1 Canoe co. 121 Some sheep
2 Bathroom 122 Bath-loving Muppet
3 Unusual 124 Striped stone
4 125 Obj. of identity
5 Yellow 126 Campus listmakers
6 Turned 127 Russian turnover
7 Brussels sprouts 128 __ of yore
8 Shrimp 129 Not a Wonder
9 Young 130 Covered with salad
10 Swaying 131 Follow logically
11 Impertinent 132 Scheduling tool
12 Small piece of 133 _ print
13 Ice cream 134 Cold War initials
14 A death in the “Family” 135 California wine valley
15 A barnyard animal 136 32-card game
16 137 Cherry red
17 A type of 138 Some British peers
18 Tool for making 139 A “Death in the Family” Pulitzer winner James
19 Wood shaper 140 Squimes
20 141 A type of bird
21 Tool for making 142 A swaying bird
22 A small primate 143 Scotch
23 A type of bird 144 Squares
24 An American city 145 A type of bread
25 “Not nice!” 146 A type of bird
26 A type of bird 147 A type of bird
27 A type of bird 148 A type of bird
28 A type of bird 149 A type of bird
29 A type of bird 150 A type of bird
30 A type of bird 151 A type of bird
31 A type of bird 152 A type of bird
32 A type of bird 153 A type of bird
33 A type of bird 154 A type of bird
34 A type of bird 155 A type of bird
35 A type of bird 156 A type of bird
36 A type of bird 157 A type of bird
37 A type of bird 158 A type of bird
38 A type of bird 159 A type of bird
39 A type of bird 160 A type of bird
40 A type of bird 161 A type of bird
41 A type of bird 162 A type of bird
42 A type of bird 163 A type of bird
43 A type of bird 164 A type of bird
44 A type of bird 165 A type of bird
45 A type of bird 166 A type of bird
46 A type of bird 167 A type of bird
47 A type of bird 168 A type of bird
48 A type of bird 169 A type of bird
49 A type of bird 170 A type of bird
50 A type of bird 171 A type of bird
51 A type of bird 172 A type of bird
52 A type of bird 173 A type of bird
53 A type of bird 174 A type of bird
54 A type of bird 175 A type of bird
55 A type of bird 176 A type of bird
56 A type of bird 177 A type of bird
57 A type of bird 178 A type of bird
58 A type of bird 179 A type of bird
59 A type of bird 180 A type of bird
60 A type of bird 181 A type of bird
61 A type of bird 182 A type of bird
62 A type of bird 183 A type of bird
63 A type of bird 184 A type of bird
64 A type of bird 185 A type of bird
65 A type of bird 186 A type of bird
66 A type of bird 187 A type of bird
67 A type of bird 188 A type of bird
68 A type of bird 189 A type of bird
69 A type of bird 190 A type of bird
70 A type of bird 191 A type of bird
71 A type of bird 192 A type of bird
72 A type of bird 193 A type of bird
73 A type of bird 194 A type of bird
74 A type of bird 195 A type of bird
75 A type of bird 196 A type of bird
76 A type of bird 197 A type of bird
77 A type of bird 198 A type of bird
78 A type of bird 199 A type of bird
79 A type of bird 200 A type of bird
80 A type of bird 201 A type of bird
81 A type of bird 202 A type of bird
82 A type of bird 203 A type of bird
83 A type of bird 204 A type of bird
84 A type of bird 205 A type of bird
85 A type of bird 206 A type of bird
86 A type of bird 207 A type of bird
87 A type of bird 208 A type of bird
88 A type of bird 209 A type of bird
89 A type of bird 210 A type of bird
90 A type of bird 211 A type of bird
91 A type of bird 212 A type of bird
92 A type of bird 213 A type of bird
93 A type of bird 214 A type of bird
94 A type of bird 215 A type of bird
95 A type of bird 216 A type of bird
96 A type of bird 217 A type of bird
97 A type of bird 218 A type of bird
98 A type of bird 219 A type of bird
99 A type of bird 220 A type of bird
100 A type of bird 221 A type of bird
101 A type of bird 222 A type of bird
102 A type of bird 223 A type of bird
103 A type of bird 224 A type of bird
104 A type of bird 225 A type of bird
105 A type of bird 226 A type of bird
106 A type of bird 227 A type of bird
107 A type of bird 228 A type of bird
108 A type of bird 229 A type of bird
109 A type of bird 230 A type of bird
110 A type of bird 231 A type of bird
111 A type of bird 232 A type of bird
112 A type of bird 233 A type of bird
113 A type of bird 234 A type of bird
114 A type of bird 235 A type of bird
115 A type of bird 236 A type of bird
116 A type of bird 237 A type of bird
117 A type of bird 238 A type of bird
118 A type of bird 239 A type of bird
119 A type of bird 240 A type of bird
120 A type of bird 241 A type of bird
121 A type of bird 242 A type of bird
122 A type of bird 243 A type of bird
123 A type of bird 244 A type of bird
124 A type of bird 245 A type of bird
125 A type of bird 246 A type of bird
126 A type of bird 247 A type of bird
127 A type of bird 248 A type of bird
128 A type of bird 249 A type of bird
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